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In addition to links to any highlighted blogs, we specifically mention which blogs give additional recommended reading.
Before going through a categorized list of recommended blogs, being a mathematician I feel compelled to define my terms. Namely, what is a blog? A blog is a website run by usually one but by no more than five or six individuals consisting of "posts." The individuals in charge do all editing, and frequently also all writing (with the exception of an occasional guest contributor). Blog posts are slightly more formal than a (personal) journal entry and-unlike essays-always feature a more colloquial and almost conversational style. Comments from readers may be, but do not have to be, allowed; if they are, they are usually filtered or moderated, and with smaller blogs (i.e., those not linked to Facebook or some other social networking outlet) an editor may continue conversations with readers in the comments section.
The Top Five
These five blogs listed below are the classics, and a great place to get started. While a few can be a bit technical, the authors still show personality and write about more than just their mathematics. Consider them this humble author's personal top five.
What's New by Terry Tao (2006 Fields Medalist and Professor of Mathematics at UCLA).
This blog has posts going back to February 2007. The general intended audience is those with a graduate math background; however, there are some less-advanced posts. This is completely run by Tao; he is the sole author, and he does not take suggestions from readers about topics. In Tao's own words this blog contains updates on his mathematical research, expository articles, discussion of open problems, talks that he has given or attended, general advice on mathematical careers and mathematical writing, information about his books and applets, and various lecture notes.
Last, this site contains "diversions"-links to mathematics-heavy cartoon series (such as abstruse goose and xkcd) and additional mathematics blogs.
https://terrytao.wordpress.com earlier issue; see [1] . This report reflects, among other things, how much the mathematical blogosphere has grown and diversified since 2011. This is also controlled by a single author. Quomodocumque is not as mathheavy or technical as Tao's. In fact, the tagline is "Math, Madison, food, the Orioles, books, my kids." Indeed, Ellenberg not only has links to his own books but also a list of (mostly non-mathematical) math books read.
https://quomodocumque.wordpress.com 3. Gowers's Weblog by Tim Gowers (1998 Fields Medalist and Professor of Mathematics at the University of Cambridge).
With posts going back to September 2007, this is a very math-centered blog. Having said that, math-centered does not necessarily mean "including equations and theorems". Gowers is increasingly outspoken about how math is published, how research is conducted, and how information is disseminated. At the 2016 Joint Mathematics Meetings in Seattle, in fact, he gave a special session talk entitled "How should mathematical knowledge be organized?" So if anything, one could say this blog has a political slant. There are strings of posts on the polymath project (of which Gowers is a huge promoter and supporter) and against current mathematical publishing practices-most notably see his 2016 post titled "Time for Elsexit?" Like the previously discussed bloggers, Gowers also has a list of recommendations for further online reading and mathematical "distractions" (which for him include arxiv vs. snarxiv). Laba was one of the first bloggers to write heavily about issues surrounding women in mathematics. As recently as October 2016 she wrote an article called "A seminar room of our own" which was part of a series on women in mathematics and the internet.
Her blog contains two lists of recommended sites: "Mathematicians and allied scientists" and "There's life beyond mathematics" (containing links to Female Science Professor, and Ta-Nehisi Coates).
Unlike the first three recommended blogs, this one is tougher to search. Having said that, Laba has tagged certain publications under the categories of (in order): feminism and women in math, mathematics (general), mathematics (research), history, culture, academic life, research politics and research funding. O'Neil's blog has had a cult following for a while. After her term at D.E. Shaw (which in turn was after her time in academia where she was trained as a number theorist) she worked at the Columbia School of Journalism. In 2015 she gave an invited address at the Joint Mathematics Meetings in San Antonio on "Making the case for data journalism". Her more recent posts have been about big data and its (mis)use in society; subcategories of social justice and feminism appear. Also see her 2016 book Weapons of Math Destruction: How Big Data Increases Inequality and Threatens Democracy [3] .
Unlike the others mentioned above, this blog does have the occasional guestpost.
https://mathbabe.org
Blogs Hosted By Organizations and Entities

AMS-Sponsored blogs
The American Mathematical Society has many blogs that it hosts on its webpage. The entire list can be found here:
http://blogs.ams.org/ Most of these blogs are non-technical. They instead are about mathematics in society, and the society of mathematics. 
Non-AMS/MAA Organizations
In this category I will highlight only one blog: Roots of Unity by Evelyn Lamb. This blog is hosted by Scientific American. Lamb has been mentioned before, but she has been writing approximately one mathematics article every two weeks for Scientific American for years [this blog is predominantly math; however, on the main page you will also see the occasional post-not by Lambon physics or medicine]. Her style is very casual, and her articles are thought provoking and definitely something that would make a "non-mathematician" learn to appreciate mathematics.
https://blogs.scientificamerican.com/roots-of-unity/
Student-run blogs
A nontrivial number of math blogs are created by graduate students preparing for their oral/qualifying exams. They will write expository articles or detailed proofs of "key" results in their area, and hope that other mathematicians would read for general feedback, clarity, proof-reading, etc. Ironically, it's those with the fewest degrees who tend to write the most technical posts.
Here are three student-started and student-run blogs:
1. Annoying Precision by Qiaochu Yuan. Yuan is a PhD candidate at UC Berkeley who has a greater online presence than most mathematiciansincluding the others mentioned in this article. He is one of the top overall users by reputation on both mathoverflow and Mathematics Stack Exchange, extensively wrote on the message boards of Art of Problem Solving, and has been mentioned in talks by Tim Gowers on the changing nature (in particular, the increase in the e-culture) of mathematics.
Yuan has a list of recommended math books, mostly in algebra/number theory and geometry/topology. He also has a recommended list of blogs. Annoying Precision has been live since 2009 (when Yuan was still an undergraduate). https://qchu.wordpress.com 2. Rigorous Trivialities by Charles Siegel (primary author), Jim Stankewicz, and Matt Deland. The intersection of all of these authors is "algebra", and between the three of them they have extensive background in algebraic geometry. While lately posts have been rare-perhaps in part because all three have now graduated-Siegel has been the dominant contributor. Of particular note is a series called "AG [algebraic geometry] from the beginning"-a collection of blog posts on varieties, elliptic curves, Riemann-Roch, commutative algebra, etc., needed to understand the basics of algebraic geometry. https://rigtriv.wordpress.com
3.
Euler, Erdos by Jean Pierre Mutanguha. Mutanguha is a current Ph.D. candidate at the University of Arkansas and in his own words he is working for a niche market: "The blog will be a collection of interesting things I discovered outside the classroom. It is also a response to the fact that it is hard to find math blogs aimed at undergraduates. Most blogs either discuss graduate level topics or [are] written for the lay person." At least Mutanhuga lives up his own standards: this blog really does seem to be geared more towards undergraduates than to any other subsection of readers.
http://euler.genepeer.com
Math Blogs That Boldly Challenge Traditional Beliefs
For lack of a better term, these are the "shock jocks". The people who take no prisoners, and say exactly what's on their mind. Sometimes you agree with them. Sometimes you do not. But regardless they will make you think. https://anthonybonato.com
